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Unit -1 

Frequency domain representation of signal: Fourier transform and its properties, condition of existence, 

Fourier transform of impulse, step,signum , cosine, sine, gate pulse, constant, properties of impulse 

function. Convolution theorem (time & frequency), correlation (auto & cross), energy & power spectral 

density  

Time domain and frequency domain representation of signal –  

Signal contains information about a variety of things and activities in the physical world. As a matter of 

fact, electrical signal may be represented in two equivalent forms, as a voltage signal or current signal. This 

means that an electrical signal may be represented either in the form of a voltage source or in the form of 

a current source. 

Now, an electrical signal, either a voltage signal of current signal, may further be represented in two forms. 

These two types of representation are as – 

1. Time domain representation. 

2. Frequency domain representation. 

Frequency domain representation – In frequency domain, a signal is represented by its frequency 

spectrum.  

Time domain representation – In frequency domain, a signal is represented by its frequency spectrum. To 

obtain frequency spectrum of a signal, Fourier series and Fourier transformation are used. 

Fourier series is used to get frequency spectrum of time-domain signal, when the signal is periodic function 

of time. With the help of frequency spectrum of series, a given periodic function of time may be expressed 

as the sum of an infinite number of sinusoids whose frequency is harmonically related. 

Fourier Transformation –  

As we know, how to represent periodic signals that are extended over the interval (-∞, ∞  usi g the 
Fourier series. Non-periodic time limited signals can also be represented by the Fourier series. However, 

the non-periodic signals which extended from -∞ to ∞ a  e represe ted ore o e ie tl  usi g the 
Fourier transformation in the frequency domain. 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) Line spectrum showing vertical lines at f0, f1….    Co ti uous spe tru  as f→ 0 
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It is possible to find the Fourier transformation of periodic signal as well. For the periodic signals, T0 → ∞. 
Hence the frequency � =  �  → . Therefore, the difference between the spectral components which is F0 

becomes very small and they come very close to each other. Due to this, the frequency spectrum appears 

to be continuous as shown in above figure (a) and (b). 

Fourier transform may be expressed as  

X(w)=F[x(t)]=∫∞−∞ −� �dt 

In the above equation X(w) is called the Fourier transform of x(t). In other words X(w) is the frequency 

domain representation of time domain function x(t). This means that we are converting a time domain 

signal into its frequency domain representation with the help of Fourier transform. Conversely if we want 

to convert frequency domain signal into corresponding time domain signal, we will have to take inverse 

Fourier transform of frequency domain signal. Mathematically, Inverse Fourier transforms. 

�− [� ] = = � ∫ � � �∞
−∞  

Example  

Q.1 Find the Fourier transform of a single-sided exponential function −�� . 

Solution: −��  is single sided function because her the main function −�� is multiplied by unit step 

function u(t), then resulting signal will exist only for t 0. 

u(t)= {1   for t>1 

={0  for elsewhere 

Now, given that x(t)= −��  

X(w)=F[x(t)]=∫∞−∞ −� �dt 

Or  X(w)=∫ −�� ∞−∞ −� �dt 

=∫ −�� ∞ −� �dt 

=∫ −� �+�∞
dt 

−�+� [ −∞ -  ]=
−�+� [0-1]= �+�  

To obtain the above expression in the proper form we write 

X(w)=
−�+�  *

�−��−�  

X(w)=
�−�� +  =

�� + -
�� +  

Obtaining the above expression in polar form  
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X(w)=√� + −����− ��  

As we know that  

X(w)=|� | �� �  

On comparison amplitude spectrum 

|� |=√� +  

� = − � − �  

Properties of Continuous Time Fourier Transform (CTFS)  

1. Time Scaling Function  

Time scaling property states that the time compression of a signal results in its spectrum expansion 

and time expansion of the signal results in its spectral compression. Mathematically, 

If x (t)                         X (w) 

Then, for any real constant a, 

x (at)                         |�|X(�) 

Proof: The general expression for Fourier transform is 

X(w)=F[x(t)]=∫∞−∞ −� �dt 

Now     F[x(at)]=∫ �∞−∞ −� �dt 

Putting At=y 

We have     dt= �  

Case (i): When a is positive real constant –  

F[x(at)]=∫∞−∞ −� �� �    =� ∫∞−∞ −� �� = �X(�) 

Case (ii): When a is negative real constant  

F[x (at)] =
−� X(�) 

Combining two cases, we have  

F[x(at)]=|�|X(�)  Or  x(at) |�|X(�) 

The function x(at) represents the function x(t) compressed in time domain by a factor a. Similarly, a 

function X(�) represents the function X(w) expanded in frequency domain by the same factor a. 

2. Linearity Property - Linearity property states that Fourier transform is linear. This means that 

If      x1(t)                         X1(w) 

And   x2(t)                         X2(w) 
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Then  a1 x1(t) + a2 x2(t)                        a1X1(w) + a2X2(w) 

3. Duality or Symmetry Property 

If  x(t)         X(w) 

The    X t    2 π -w) 

Proof -The general expression for Fourier transform is  �− [� ] = = � ∫ � � �∞

−∞
 

Therefore, 

x(-t)= � ∫ � −� �∞−∞  

2π -t) = ∫ � −� �∞−∞  

Since w is a dummy variable, interchanging the variable t and w we have 

2π -w) = ∫ � −� �∞−∞ =F[X(t)] 

Or    F[X t ]= 2π -w) 

Or    X t  2π -w) 

For an even function x(-w)=x(w) 

Therefore,X(t) 2π  

4. Time Shifting property - Time Shifting property states that a shift in the time domain by an amount 

b is equivalent to multiplication by e−jwb  in the frequency domain.  This means that magnitude 

spectrum |X w | Re ai s u ha ged ut phase spe tru  θ  is ha ged  -wb.  

If  x(t)                         X(w) 

Then   X(t-b)                         X(w)e−jwb  

Proof:  

X(w)=F[x(t)]=∫ x t∞−∞ e−jwtdt 

And  F[x(t-b)]=∫ x t − b∞−∞ e−jwtdt 

Putting (t – b) =y, so that dt=dy 

F[x(t-b)]=∫ x y∞−∞ e−jw b+y dy =∫ x y∞−∞ e−jwbe−jwy  dy 

Or     F[x(t-b)]=e−jwb ∫ x y∞−∞ e−jwy dy 

Since y is a dummy variable, we have  

F[x(t-b)]=e−jwbX(w)=X(w)e−jwb  

Or x(t-b) X(w)e−jwb  

5. Frequency Shifting Property 

Frequency shifting property states that the multiplication of function x(t) by ejw t is equivalent to 

shifting its fourier transform X(w) in the positive direction by an amount w  . This means that the 
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spectrum X(w) is translated by an amount c. hence this property is often called frequency translated 

theorem. Mathematically . 

If  x(t)                       X(w) 

Then � �  x(t)                        X(w-  ) 
Proof: General expression for fourier transform is  

X(w)=F[x(t)]=∫∞−∞ −� �dt 

Now,                                        F[ � �x(t)] =∫∞−∞ � � −� �dt 

Or   F[ � �x(t)] =∫∞−∞
−� − �dt 

Or   F[ � �x(t)] =X w −                                          � � �  x(t)                      X(w-  ) 

6. Time Differentiation Property  

The time differentiation property states that the differentiation of a function x(t) in the time domain is 

equivalent to multiplication of its fourier transform by a factor jw. Mathematically  

If       x(t)                          X(w) 

Then   
��  x(t)                          jw X(w) 

Proof:The general expression for fourier transform is  

�− [� ] = = � ∫ � � �∞

−∞
 

Taking differentiation, we have  ��   = � � [∫ � � �∞−∞ ] 

Interchanging the order of differentiation and integration, we have  ��   = � ∫ � [� � �]∞−∞  

= � ∫ � � �∞−∞  �� = �− [ � ] 

F[ 
�� ] = �  �� �  

Condition of existence of thefourier transformation –Some condition should be satisfied by a signal x(t), 

then only it is possible to obtain the fourier transformation of x(t). For the periodic signals, the integration 

is obtained over one period, however, for a periodic it will be obtain over a range - ∞ to ∞. The sig al t  

will have to satisfy the following conditions so that its fourier transformation can be obtained : 
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1. The function x(t) should be single valued in any finite time interval T. 

2. It should have a finite number of discontinuities in any finite interval T. 

3. The function x(t) should have a finite number of maxima and minima in any finite interval of time T. 

4. The function x(t) should have should be absolutely integral function. This means that ∫ | |  < ∞∞−∞ . 

The condition stated above is sufficient conditions, but they are not the necessary conditions. 

Fourier transform of some signals-  

1. Transform of Gate -A gate function is rectangular pulse. Figure 1.2 shows gate function. The function or 

rectangular pulse shown in figure 1.3 is written as rect (
tτ). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure No. 1.2 Gate Function 

From the above figure it is clear that rect(
��) represents a gate pulse of height or amplitude unity and width �. 

x(t)=  rect (
��)  ={ , –� < < �} { , ℎ } 

 

2. Unit Impulse functions - A unit impulse function was invented by P.A.M. Diarc and so it is also called as 

Delta function. It is denoted by�  ). 

Mathematically, δ t =0, t≠  

And,∫ δ t∞−∞ dt=1 

Figure 1.3 shows the graphical representation of a unit impulse function. The following points may be 

observed about a unit-impulse function: 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1.3 Unit Impulse function 
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3. Fourier Transform of Cosine wace  - ��=cos� +jsin� 

And     −��=cos� –jsin� 

Hence    2cos� = ��+ −��  Or 

cos� = ��+ −��
 

And2jsin�= ��- −��  Or 

sin�=
��+ −���  

Hence,  cos =
�� �+ −�� �

 

We know that � � �� w − ) 

And                                                                          −� �  �� w +  

So that   cos [ �� w − )+ �� w + ] 

Or   cos             [�� w − )+ �� w + ] 

4. Fourier Transform of Constant– 

Using relation ,                                 �  = 1 

Using duality property of fourier transform, �  

Now, x(t) = �  and X(f) = 1  �                                    1 �  is an even function, �  = � −  

Therefore                                     �  

Also, using relation                     �                                    

Using duality property of Fourier transform,                                              � �          �                                       �  −�      
Now =  �  and � =  �                                                                                �� −�      
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� �  is an even function, � � =  � −�     �. � �  

Convolution of signals may be done either in time domain or frequency domain. So there are following two 

theorems of convolution associated with Fourier transforms:  

1. Time convolution theorem. 

2. Frequency convolution theorem. 

Time convolution theorem The time convolution theorem states that convolution in time domain is 

equivalent to multiplication of their spectra in frequency domain. Mathematically,  

If,                     x1(t)                       X1(⍵) and x2(t)                        X2(⍵) 

Then,  x1(t) * x2(t)                               X1(⍵).X2(⍵) 

Proof: F[x1(t) * x2(t)] = ∫ [�  ∗ � ] −���∞−∞  

we have  x1(t) * x2(t) = ∫ [� �  � − � ] �∞−∞  

 F[x1(t) * x2(t)] = ∫ {∫ [� �  � − � �] −���∞−∞ }∞−∞  

Interchanging the order of integration, we have  

F[x1(t) * x2(t)] = ∫ � � {∫ [� − � �] −���∞−∞ }∞−∞  

Letting t-� = p, in the second integration, we have, t=p+� and dt = dp 

F[x1(t) * x2(t)] = ∫ � � {∫ [� −�� �+� ]∞−∞ �}∞−∞  

= ∫ � � ∫ [� −��� ]∞
−∞ −��� �∞

−∞  

= ∫ � � � � −��� �∞
−∞  

= � � � �  ∗ � � � � This is time convolution theorem. 

Frequency convolution theorem - The frequency convolution theorem states that the multiplication of two 

functions in time domain is equivalent to convolution of their spectra in frequency domain. 

Mathematically,  

ifx1(t)                       X1(⍵) and x2(t)                         X2(⍵) 
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then, � [� � ∗ � � ] 

Proof: -�[ ] =  ∫ [ ] −���∞−∞  

∫ [ � ∫ � ��� �∞
−∞ ] −���∞

−∞  

Interchanging the order of integration, we get 

�[ ] =  � ∫ � [ ∫ −��� ���∞
−∞ ] �∞

−∞  

�[ ] =  � ∫ � [ ∫ −� �−� �∞
−∞ ] �∞

−∞  

�[ ] =  � ∫ � � − � �∞
−∞  

�[ ] =  � [� � ∗ � � ] 

=  � [� � ∗ � � ] 

�  =  [� � ∗ � � ] 

This is frequency convolution theorem in radian frequency in terms of frequency, we get �[  ] =  � ∗ �  
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at 
https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 
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